Local Action Plan for Sustainable Development - Podgorica

Overview of the path towards the plan
NSSD`s Content

1. Role and importance of NSSD until 2030
2. The assessment of national resources
   - Human, Social, Natural and Economic
   - Governance for SD
3. Key unsustainable development trends and sustainable development needs in period until 2030
4. Strategic goals and measures
   - Improving the status of human resources and strengthening of the social cohesion
   - Support to values, norms and behavior patterns of importance for the sustainability of Montenegrin society
   - Protection of natural capital
   - Introducing green economy
   - Improving of the Governance for SD
5. Financing for SD
6. NSSD Action plan until 2030
7. Monitoring of NSSD implementation and measuring the sustainability of national development until 2030
2030 Agenda:
- 17 goals
- 169 targets
- 241 indicators
- AAAA as financial framework

2030 NSSD undertakes following elements of Agenda 2030

NO POVERTY
ZERO HUNGER
GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
QUALITY EDUCATION
GENDER EQUALITY
CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION
AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY
DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
REDUCED INEQUALITIES
SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES
RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
CLIMATE ACTION
LIFE BELOW WATER
LIFE ON LAND
PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG INSTITUTIONS
PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS

241 indicators 41.1% until 2018

all 17 SDGs
167 targets OUT OF 169

AAAA
STRENGTHEN GOVERNANCE SYSTEM FOR SD

STRENGTHEN THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

REFORM GOVERNANCE SYSTEM FOR SD

ESTABLISH THE SYSTEM FOR MONITORING

LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY OF FINANCING FOR SD

HUMAN RESOURCES
- DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS
- DEMOGRAPHIC DEFICIT
- HEALTHY LIVES
- WELL-BEING
- INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
- LIFE LONG LEARNING

SOCIAL RESOURCES
- ACTIVE APPROACH/PARTICIPATION
- SYSTEM OF VALUES
- SOCIALLY RESP. ACTING
- RULE OF LAW
- EMPLOYMENT STIMULATION
- THE CULTURE
- THE CULT. HERITAGE
- EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT

NATURAL RESOURCES
- PREVENTING DEGRADATION
- EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT
- THE STATUS OF ENVIRONMENT & HEALTH
- SUST. SPATIAL PLANNING
- EFFICIENT USE OF NON. RENEWABLE RESOURCES
- MITIGATING HAZARDS IMPACT

ECONOMIC RESOURCES
- 30% CO2 REDUCTION
- IMPR. RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
- WASTE MANAGEMENT - CIRCULAR ECONOMY
- MARINE RESOURCES
- GREENING THE ECONOMY
- SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
- GREEN JOBS/COMPETITIVENESS

GOVERNANCE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

FINANCING FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Governance for sustainable development

5.3 IMPLEMENT REFORM FOR INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATION OF GOVERNANCE SYSTEM FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

5.3.1 Strengthen political support of sustainable development policy

- 5.3.1.2 Provide efficient implementation of recommendations of the National Council for SD, CC and ICZM by the Government of Montenegro and local self-governments,

- 5.3.1.4 Use the influence of the National Council for SD, CC, ICZM for strengthening awareness about the importance and possibilities of sustainable development, first of all at local level

- 5.3.1.9 Strengthen sustainable development policy implementation by establishing and functioning of local sustainable development councils in order to harmonize their development plans with the NSSD, with the support of the National Council for SD, CC and ICZM and the Ministry of Sustainable Development and tourism (Unit for the implementation of Sustainable Development Policy).

5.3.2 STRENGTHEN PROFESSIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE LEVEL OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

- 5.3.2.2 Establish responsibilities of all organs of administration on national and local level, in case of non respecting determined obligations for sustainable development policy implementation

- 5.3.2.3 Increase number of employees (so as to allow that at least one employee deal with sustainable development matter), as well as expert knowledge and professionalism of employees in charged for sustainable development, in administrative organs at the national level and local governments secretariats for sustainable development policy implementation at local level, including: Implementation and reporting on the NSSD implementation and sustainable development goals; Monitoring of national regulations and institutional framework compliance with the NSSD; Initiation and implementation of programme and project activities; Expert evaluation of documents which are sent to the National Council for SD, CC and ICZM
Local Action Plan for Sustainable Development

Podgorica
Local Action Plan of Sustainable Development

- Several Local Action Plans are in the process of drafting and development in accordance with NSSD 2030
- The Capital was the first to do it and current Draft should serve as a blueprint for remaining 6 local actions plans in MNE
- Current strategic documents:
  - Strategy for development by 2017
  - Local Action plan for protection of environment 2015-2019
  - Strategy for adjustment on climate change with the action plan
  - Health profile of Podgorica
  - Local plan for waste management by 2020
  - Action plan for sustainable usage of the energy,
  - Plan for improving quality of air
  - Urbanistic plan of the Capital
  - Local plan against delinquent behavior among children and youth 2014-2018
  - Social inclusion plan 2014-2018
  - Local Action Plan for Youth 2014-2019
  - Local action plan for gender equality
  - ...
- Most documents aligned with EU standards which enables connecting EU accession process with sustainable development agenda
Structure of the LAPOR

- Introduction
  - NSSD by 2030
  - Methodology of LAPOR Development
- Action plan - Human resources
  - Local activities and actions regarding human resources
- Action plan - Social resources
  - Local activities and actions regarding social resources
- Action plan - Natural Resources
  - Local activities and actions regarding natural resources
- Action plan - Economic Resources
  - Local activities and actions regarding economic resources
- Governing and implementation
Briefly methodology

STEP 1 - CONNECTING:
- Analysis of NSSD Action plan and identifying for which activities local governance is in charge or should be involved;
- Analysis of existing local strategic documents and identifying matching in order to strengthen connection, ensure implementation and avoid overlapping;
- If local documents already identify relevant actions, their alignment with NSSD action plan was tested;
- If local documents do not identify relevant actions, they are defined and suggested.

STEP 2 - INTRODUCING NSSD PHILOSOPHY:
- Classifying actions within 4 types of resources
- Consultation with relevant local institutions
- Setting priorities
- Adjusting indicators
- Drafting the plan
Results - Instructions on...

- How to improve relevant local strategic documents in order to make them compatible with NSSD;
- What should be done in order to improve implementation of the existing activities;
- How to promote Podgorica as a sustainable city;
- How to take part in monitoring and reporting on NSSD implementation on the local level.
Human Resources

Example
### NSSD GOAL:

**HUMAN**

**TO IMPROVE HEALTH OF CITIZENS AND REDUCE INEQUALITY REGARDING HEALTH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of NSSD sub-goal</th>
<th>No. NSSD activity</th>
<th>Local Activity</th>
<th>Specific local projects</th>
<th>Alignment with existing local strategic documents</th>
<th>INDICATORS</th>
<th>TARGET TO BE ACHIEVED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2.1</td>
<td>1.2.1.4</td>
<td><strong>1. Efficiently and continuously implement public health programs on the local level</strong></td>
<td>1.1 To promote and implement immunization program on the local level</td>
<td>Health Profile of the Capital</td>
<td>NILJ28, MDG4.2.1, LNI 1, Percentage of one year olds immunized against measles... (%) (...</td>
<td>Percentage of immunized children on local level BCG &gt; 95% DTP/DTaP &gt; 95% Polio &gt; 95% Hib &gt; 95% Hepatitis B &gt; 82.6% MMR &gt; 65.9% (...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**PRIORITY: IMPLEMENTATION OF PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAMS**

1.2.1.4

1. Efficiently and continuously implement public health programs on the local level

1.1 To promote and implement immunization program on the local level

Health Profile of the Capital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDICATORS</th>
<th>TARGET TO BE ACHIEVED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NILJ28, MDG4.2.1, LNI 1, Percentage of one year olds immunized against measles... (%) (...</td>
<td>Percentage of immunized children on local level BCG &gt; 95% DTP/DTaP &gt; 95% Polio &gt; 95% Hib &gt; 95% Hepatitis B &gt; 82.6% MMR &gt; 65.9% (...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank you!